TEACHERS NEED TO GROW PROFESSIONALLY
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The teacher’s continuous professional growth is of utmost importance. Each of them need to update and upgrade this skills and competences, since we are now living in modern era and surrounded with new technology. Teachers must change their educational outlook and take time to improve their teaching effectiveness.

Some of the practices that will help all educators to grow professionally are attending seminars and trainings based on their need. Doing research works to be updated to the current trend of teaching, reading and subscribing to magazines or references to find additional knowledge and information in the subject that they are handling, enrolling to graduate school to enhance their educational abilities and a lot more.

The old saying that says, “ones a teacher, always a student, applies to the call of department of education that all teachers need to grow professionally.

Aside from all of these suggestion, teachers are also encourage to read a book most specifically books on how to enhance his teaching skills and develop himself as an educator spending time to visit other classrooms and schools to enrich his ability on how to decorate his second home and improve his techniques in mentoring will help a lot. Teaching is a very inspiring task because the future of the youth/kids lies in the hands of the educators. If we are equipped with commitment and skills and armed with enough knowledge then our learners will become better learners.
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